
18XS
18XS pick & delivery economic game. Players take the role of transport and construction companies trying to 
become the most successful ones at he end of the game.

2-4 expert players
12+ years
60-120 min.

Setup
Put the 5 player markers in the starting positions  
at the Scoring Board, every player starts with 5$ (put 
the money marker on 5).
Put 1 cube of each basic good at 0 value in the 
Demand track on the Scoring Board.
Put the goods cubes (deep blue, pink, brown, grey 
& white) in the bag attending to the number of play-
ers: 2-3 players, 5 cubes of each color, 4 players, 6 
cubes of each color. Remove the unused cubes.
Put the disk markers and the 6 metropolis tiles 
aside the Scoring Board.
Put a random terrain tile in the middle of the table, 
if it’s a city tile put 2 random goods on the tile and rise 
the value of the good depicted in the city by one at the 
Demand track (see cities and demand above).

Shuffle the rest of the tiles and setup them in three 
face -down stakes.
Divide the bid cards into a bonus deck (white back-
ground) and a penalization deck (dark background), 
shuffle each deck and setup the bid row; get 1 pe-
nalization card and fill up with bonus cards up to the 
number of players.
Setup the contract deck. Shuffle the -3$ penalization 
contracts and put them facedown, shuffle the -2$ con-
tracts and put them facedown over the -3$ ones, finally 
shuffle the -1$ contracts and put them facedown on top 
of the contract deck. Reveal the first 3 contracts and 
setup them in a row aside the contracts deck.
The last player who traveled by train is the first player.

Components:
• 62 terrain tiles.
• 1 scoring board.
• 32 basic good cubes (deep blue, pink, brown 

& grey) & 7 luxury goods (white).
• 30 disk markers.
• 6 metropolis tiles.
• 5 markers (cubes) & 1 Pawn for each player 

(red, blue, green & yellow)
• 16 bid cards.
• 17 Contract cards.



Game turn
Reveal 3 new tiles. The player chooses one of the three tiles and places it orthogonal to another tile in play. This ac-
tion is mandatory and always the first action in the turn. Discard the non-selected tiles.

The player can pay 2$ to discard any number of tiles and reveal new ones. This can only be done once per turn. If the 
player has Engineering at level 1 he only pays 1$, at level 3 he can do it for free.

If the tiles stacks are empty just shuffle the discarded ones and create three new stacks.

After placing a tile, the player has 2 free actions to choose (he can take the same action twice):

• Place a random tile from the face down stacks. With Engineering level 2 the player can discard the first 
random tile took once per turn and draw a new one.

• Upgrade the Company tracks:
- Upgrade the locomotives.
- Upgrade Engineering.
- Upgrade Public opinion.

• Transport goods and deliver or store them.
• Sell up to 2 stored good at Demand price.
• Found a metropolis.

 [ADVANCED RULE] At the end of the turn, check if the player has passed one of the unchecked bid-boxes 
on the money track (10, 20, 30..). If so, a bid will start (see bids bellow).

 [ADVANCED RULE] At the end of the turn, the player checks if any of his contracts has not been satis-
fied and pays the penalization. The he can take one new contract if desired (see contracts bellow). A 
player with Public Opinion level 3, can discard 1 contract after paying the penalization (will earn no points).

Tile placing.
• The tile must be placed so it connects to any of the trails in play if possible. Only if isn’t possible to 

connect to any trail the tile can be placed through a trail-less side.
• When placing a tile you can’t cut off a trail.  The tiles with double trails in a side are an exception 

and is enough to connect one of the 2 trails.
With the exception of mountain tiles, placing a tile generate income to the player as follows:

• +1$ for each tile touching ortogonally the played tile.
• +1$ if the tile has a city.
• +1$ x size of the forest created (see forest tiles).
• +1$ x Engineering level if is a “Difficult terrain” tile (see mountains, Engineering level and difficult terrain).

Special tiles:

City: When a city tile is placed the player earns +1$, plus any other income generated as by the tile by touch-
ing other tiles or difficult terrain income.

Draw 2 random goods from the bag and put them in the tile, also rise up by one the value of the good of 
the color depicted on the city in the Demand track.



Forest: When a forest is placed, extra income is earned depending on how big is the forest. The player gets 
+1$ for each tile that is part of the forest.  A tile is part of the forest if the green tree area is in direct contact 
with the green tree area of the other tile.

Also the player rises up his Public Opinion track by 1.

Mountains: Playing a mountain doesn’t generate any income, neither for tiles touching the new one. The 
player must instead pay 2$ to place the tile. If he has not enough money, he pay as much as he can.

The player rises up his Engineering track by 1.

Difficult terrain: When placing a tile of difficult terrain (brown barrens & hammer), the player earns +1$ x 
Engineering level, plus any other income generated normally by the tile.

Ports & Logistics Centers (LC): This tiles don’t generate extra income and his special rules are explained 
in the transportation section.

Upgrade locomotives.
The player rises up his locomotive marker by one, paying as much money as the level to reach. The locomotive level 
dictates the maximum distance a player can transport goods.

Also, when a player reach levels 5 & 7, he earns extra money for every delivery he makes to a city (1$ or 2$). This 
extra income is not gained when delivering to a Logistics Center or when storing the goods.

Upgrade Engineering / Public opinion.
The player pays 4$ and rises up his Engineering or Public opinion marker by one.

Higher levels of Engineering and Public opinion give the players benefits when piking tiles, during bid or 
when trying to complete contracts.

 [ADVANCED RULE] When getting level 5 on any of this tracks, the player can fulfill one contract condition for free 
(only once per track an in the moment the level 5 is achieved).

Transport and Deliver/Store a good.
The player picks up a good from a tile and transports it, using the trails, to a city of the same color of the 
good or to a Logistics Center.

The city cannot be served with his own goods (distance 0), but goods can be moved to a LC and the delivered 
back to the city (see bellow).



When a good is moved into a city, the player can:

• Deliver the good: the player earns 1$ for each tile the good moved through. Remove the delivered 
cube and mark the city with a disk to show that the city cannot be served again. Lower the value of 
the good the city demanded by one in the Demand track (even if you served a white cube, see bellow). 
The player can earn 1$ or 2$ extra income if he has 5 or 7 locomotive level.

• Store the good: the player doesn’t gets any income, instead he pays 1$ per each good he has of this type 
(including the one just bought) and keeps the cube in front of him. Mark the city with a disk to show that the 
city cannot be served again but don’t lower the Demand track of the good. White goods cannot be stored.

When a good is moved into a Logistics Center the player earns half the distance moved (rounding up). The 
good is left at the LC and can be transported again in the same turn with a new transport action. At the end of the 
turn, all good in LC’s are removed from the game. Delivering to a LC does NOT lower the Demand track.

Is not mandatory to deliver a good when moving through a LC, the player can keep moving to farther destina-
tions if willing to.

Detours and unserved cities.

The player is not obligated to use the shorter path when transporting goods, he can take detours to earn 
more money for the delivery. But:

• The player can’t pass two times through the same tile.

• The player can’t pass through a unserved city demanding the good to deliver it to a farther one.

  

Luxury goods (white cubes).

Luxury goods work as wild cards and can be served to any city. When delivering a luxury good to a city 
lower the Demand value of the good the city was asking for, just as if the proper color good would have 
been delivered.

Ports.

Ports works as regular LC’s but they also allows the player to take two special actions:
• International trade: When the good is delivered to the port LC and after earning the income (1/2 the 

distance moved), the player can exchange it by other good from the bag of his choose.
• National trade: If there is another port in play, the player can move between them as if they were ad-

jacent tiles. As in the case of LC’s, the player is not obligated to stop at the port and deliver the good 
if he wants to keep moving and deliver to a farther destination.

The water sides of the port tile cannot covered with other tiles. The port can be used even if it “water area” is 
enclosed and seem isolated, let’s suppose there are channels to move in a out the inner sea.



Sell up to 2 goods stored at Demand value.
The player can sell up to 2 goods from the same or different types at the valued indicated on the Demand 
track. The goods are retired from the game and the Demand value of the sold goods are lowered by 1 (regard-
less of the number of goods sold from any type the Demand value only is lowered by 1).

Found a metropolis.
Assuming there are enough disk markers over served cities (see bellow), the player takes a metropolis tile and 
places it on top of a served city (one with a disk marker. The marker is removed and any good cube over the 
city is put over the metropolis.

Rise up the Demand track for the 2 goods demanded by the metropolis. Unlike when playing a city, don’t 
draw new goods from the bag for the new metropolis.

The player rises up his Mayor Control track by 1 and earns 2$.

Before founding a metropolis we must check if there are enough served cities to support it. There must be at 
least 4 disk markers on play for each metropolis (including the one we are going to build). So we must 
have at least 4 disks to build the first metropolis, 8 before playing the second one, and so on. The 2 disks on 
a metropolis count separately for this purpose.

Bids [ADVANCED RULE].
The first time any player reaches the bid boxes on the money track (10, 20, 30 & 40$) at the end of his turn, 
a bid will happen.

Starting with the player who activated the bid and in playing order, each player put his pawn on the bid 
track, paying the cost of the box occupied. If they go to the 0$ box, the pawn is placed the more to the 
left possible. The 0$ box is the only one where more than one player can be placed, the other boxes can only 
fit one player.

Then from higher to lower (and from left to right in the 0$ box) the players take one of the face up bid cards.



When every player has take his card, new cards are deal to replenish the bid row. Always 1 penalization card 
(dark background) and fill with benefit card (white background) up to the number of players.

Players with Public opinion level 1 pay -1$ during the bid placing, at level 4 they pay -2$.

It’s possible for a player to surpass two bid boxes during the same turn. Activate only one bid, the second one 
will activate in the next player turn if the condition is still met,

Remember the bid is only activated if the actual player is meeting the condition, never during other 
players turn.

Bid cards:
The effects of the bird cards can be applied: when aquiered , at players will during any of his turns  or at the 
end of the game . In any case the bid cards are discarded once used.

-X

-1X

Rise up the locomotive 
level by 1.

Rise up the Public 
Opinion level by 1.

Rise up the Engineering 
level by 1.

Rise up the Mayor 
Control level by 1.

Rise up or lower by 1 
the Demand value of any  
one good.

You can make one 
transport up to double 
the distance allowed by 
your locomotive level.

You can make a 
transport as if you had 
locomotive level 8.

Take an extra free action.

Lose X points at the end 
of the game.

Lose 1 level on 
Locomotive, Engineering, 
Public Opinion or Mayor 
Control

Get X points at the end 
of the game.

Place an extra tile during 
the first mandatory 
action of the turn.

Contracts [ADVANCED RULE].
At the end of his turn, and after paying any possible penalizations for breach of contracts, the player can take 
one contract from the face up contract row for free.

After taking a contract, draw a new one from the deck and put it in the left of the contracts row.

Fulfill contracts & penalizations.

Each contract has three conditions that must be met to fulfill the contract and get the points at the end of the 
game.

Players are bound to accomplish, at least, one of the conditions of each active contract they have each turn. 
When doing so, the player places a disk over the round box to mark this condition has been met. Conditions 
of the contract can be only accomplished one time.

A player can accomplish more than one condition during the turn, and mark them if he wants to do so.

Once all three conditions on the contract has been fulfilled, turn the contract face down and keep it to add 
the points at the end of the game.

If at the end of the turn a contract has not been fulfilled at any of his conditions, the player has to pay the pe-
nalization shown in the contract (1, 2 or 3$) multiplied by the number of active contracts the player has 
at this moment, regardless of they have been fulfilled or not this turn. If more than one contract is breach, the 
player has to pay the penalization of everyone of the breached contracts.

After paying the penalization, a player with Public opinion level 2 or higher can discard one of his con-
tracts if desired, but he will earn no point or compensation for this.

A unique event can’t accomplish different conditions. If a player has a 2 contracts that ask him for move 1 
brown cube, he has to make 2 different transports of a brown cube to accomplish both conditions (although 
in this example the player could move the cube to a LC and the back to the city, doing effectively 2 transports 
of a brown cube).

When a player reaches level 5 on the Engineering or the Public Opinion tracks, he can fulfill one con-
tract condition for free (only once per track an in the moment the level 5 is achieved).



Transport a good 
of the depicted 
color.

Place a tile with a 
LC.

Add at least ‘X’ 
between all your 
tracks (except for 
the money track)

Place a city of the 
depicted color.

Place an empty tile 
(only tracks, not 
even difficult terrain).

Make to good 
transports. Place a port tile. Rise up the 

depicted track by 
one.

If a ‘min. X’ is 
included you must 
reach at least this 
level on the track.

Place a city of any 
color.

Have a net benefit 
of X$ at the end of 
your turn.

COLOR

color

X$

+1
min.X

End of the game.
Game end is triggered when the bag is out of good cubes, the game will end at the end of the current 
round once all the remaining players have take his last turn. Player can look at the ba at any time to see how 
many goods are left and what color.

The player triggering the end by taking out the last cube earns 2$.

New cities placed after the bag is deplenished will get no good cubes from the bag, but still will rise the De-
mand value of goods and can be served as normal.

Final scoring.
The winner is the player with the most valuable company, add to the money track of each player:

• Locomotive: add double the level of each player to his money track. Don’t remove any track markers as 
they are the tie breakers.

• Engineering: If a player has the leading score (alone) in this track he adds double his level to the 
money track. The rest of the players add his level to the money track.

• Public opinion: If a player has the leading score (alone) in this track he adds double his level to the 
money track. The rest of the players add his level to the money track.

• Mayor control: If a player has the leading score (alone) in this track he adds triple his level to the 
money track. The rest of the players add his level to the money track.

• Stored goods: Player sell the stored good at Demand value. If a player has more cubes of a color 
than any other player, he has a monopoly of this good type and each of his cubes of this color will 
give him +1$.

• Bid cards and contracts [ADVANCED RULE]: Add the value indicated in the bid cards and in the ful-
filled contract cards. Unfulfilled contracts doesn’t involve any penalization.

The wealthiest player is the winner, ties break by checking the company tracks in this order: locomotive, 
Engineering, Public opinion, Mayor control.


